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NHK  and   BBC
NHK BBC

Established         1925 1922
Staff 12,000 18,000

(30,000)                       (25,000)
Budget           630 b. yen                  4.5 b. pound

($5.2 b.) ($9 b.)
Income         Receiving fee                 License fee
Annual fee     $120-210 $271
Founded on   Broadcast Law Royal Charter

( Budget Approval     (Renew the Charter
by Diet) every 10yrs.)



Fee Collection

NHK

Every Household with 
TV set(s) must conclude 
receiving contract. (No 
punitive clause)
NHK decides to file civil 
suits against those who 
neglect payment.

BBC
Fee must be paid 
otherwise fined or 
imprisoned.
(punitive clause)

For the old families over 75 
with less than certain 
income, government

subsidize the fee for them.



Japanese Broadcasting System

Have developed with dual system; NHK (Public 
Service Broadcaster) and Commercial Broadcasting 
Systems (5 major Nationwide Networks).

Strong competition and differences of programming 
are favorably accepted by the audience.

NHK and major Commercial Networks still prevail 
(uncommon in developed countries).  
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NHK; most reliable source of information

Its own news gathering network
Emergency reporting for natural 
disasters
Flexible programming
Sound family-entertainment
Traditional arts, educational programs







What we learnt---

Viewers do not pay receiving fee 
if they do not watch NHK.
NHK so far is successful as there is 
needs for PSB and there is support 
among viewers.
Good programs are necessary 
(if possible killer contents).





What we learnt---
Viewers do not pay receiving fee

if they do not watch NHK.
NHK so far is successful as there is 
needs for PSB and there is support 
among viewers.
Good programs is necessary 

(if possible killer contents).
Rupert Murdoch can not buy PSB.



Changing Tides
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To survive in  2.0 age and onward

As broadcaster, we must not make 
digital-divide.
Make use of new media(broadband 
and the Internet)---broadcasting is 
not the only way.



PSB, Thai case
Existing broadcasting culture 
of state influenced news and 

“sanuk” and “sabai sabai” programs



Suggestions

Produce good quality programs and 
fair news for long period, then the trust
for the PSB will acquired
Make attractive programming (combination 
of information and  entertainment programs)
Produce or purchase Killer contents
Use new media



Suggestions

Strong leadership 
(Well respected / professional)  
Good staff 
Stable revenue (necessary for 

editorial independence and 
high moral for the staff)



Thank you!

Toshiyuki Sato, NHK
(satou.t-ha@nhk.or.jp)
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